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In three publications in 1883 and 1884 Carl Du
influence of natural selection on the sex ratio
advanced in The Descent of Man (1871). The
included in the principal books on the subject
Encyclopaedia Britannica, references to Du� sing
account of the argument in The Genetical The
references, and no other book of the period tr
contribution became lost to view. We here giv
matical account, translated into English. ] 2

INTRODUCTION

It is now known that the argument advanced by Fisher
(1930) for the influence of natural selection on the sex
ratio was given by Darwin (1871) in the first edition of
The Descent of Man but that he withdrew it from the
second edition of 1874 (Sober, 1984; Bulmer, 1994).
Edwards (1998) has pointed out that already in 1884
Carl Du� sing of Jena had presented Darwin's argument in
mathematical form, foreshadowing the identical treat-
ment by Shaw and Mohler (1953) and the later develop-
ments which incorporated parental expenditure (Bodmer
and Edwards, 1960; Kolman, 1960). This mathematical
argument is now regarded as the prime example of the
application of game theory to biology and of the
associated ESS argument (see, for example, Maynard
Smith, 1982). Though the history of the theory of natural
selection and the sex ratio shows how dangerous it is to
assume priority for any particular author, Du� sing's
account must surely be one of the earliest examples of a
mathematical argument in evolutionary biology and
merits the publication of an English translation.
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the important paragraphs of Du� sing's mathe-
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Du� sing in fact published his equations three times, in
his doctoral dissertation (1883), in a paper (1884a), and
in a book (1884b) which incorporates material from both
earlier sources. In respect of the paragraphs here trans-
lated the two 1884 versions are identical. There are only
two changes from 1883, one stylistic (man for ich) and
one involving the omission of the word mathematisch
(indicated in square brackets below). The following
translation has been prepared by G. S. Neumann, of
Duxford, Cambridge, to whom thanks are due for per-
mission to print it. The translation is followed by some
brief comments on the fate of Du� sing's contribution; for
further discussion see Edwards (1998).

TRANSLATION OF DU� SING (1884b),
pp. 10�12

It is therefore a reasonable assumption that all animals
have the following property which is very useful for their
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reproduction: if there is a shortage of individuals of one
sex then more young ones of that sex will be produced.

To illustrate the natural breeding of such a useful
property, imagine a number of animals of the same
species. If, for example, a shortage of females occurs, we
have the following situation:

All the males taken together have just as many off-
spring as all the females have (namely the same ones).
Since the latter are in a minority, each of the females has
on average a greater number of offspring than each of the
males. For example, if there are x females and nx males
and z offspring are produced then, on average, z�x young
will be derived from each female and only z�nx from each
male. If now a female produces female offspring in excess
then these will generate more young than there would
have been if this female had given birth to as many males
as females, because each female produces n times as many
individuals as each male does under the above numerical
conditions. If, for example, a female gives birth to A
males and a females, and another female produces A
females and a males, then the yield of grandchildren of
the first female will amount to

A
z

nx
+a

z
x

individuals

and that of the second female to

a
z

nx
+A

z
x

individuals,

assuming that each young produces the average number
of offspring appropriate to its sex. It is true that in each
individual case this is subject to considerable variation,
but if one wants to illustrate and calculate the total effect
in an example one must naturally use the average
number. If now A>a, so that A=ba say, then the first-
mentioned second generation amounts to only

az
x \b

n
+1+ individuals

but the last-mentioned to

az
x \1

n
+b+ individuals,
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so that the latter is numerically

1+bn
b+n
times as great as the former. By inserting particular
values for n and b each individual case can be examined
with the aid of this general formula.

Under normal conditions n=1, i.e., there are equal
numbers of males and females at the time of reproduc-
tion, and

1+bn
b+n

=1

for all values of b, so that whatever the sex ratio of the off-
spring of a female may be, she will always give rise to the
same number of individuals in the second generation.

The situation is, however, quite different when the sex
ratio is abnormal. Let us assume, for example, that there
are twice as many males as females, so that the ratio of
numbers of grandchildren becomes

1+2b
b+2

.

If, for example, with this shortage of females, one of the
females produces 3 times as many female offspring as
male offspring, whilst a second female produces offspring
in the inverse ratio, the first female will have 7�5 times as
many grandchildren as the second, because for b=3

1+2b
b+2

=
7
5

.

Conversely, it can be shown that in the case of a shortage
of males (when n will be a fraction) a relatively higher
production of male offspring (and equal total level of
reproduction) will result in a greater absolute contribu-
tion in the second generation.

It is necessary to refute one objection. It might be
argued that, with a normal sex ratio as in man, a par-
ticular male individual may generate several hundred off-
spring but a female only very few. This appears to
invalidate my claim that with a normal sex ratio each
male and each female individual on average produce
equal numbers of offspring. It is true that there is a
possibility that among a certain number of individuals,
and with a normal sex ratio, one male might have
produced considerably more offspring than a female. The
realisation of this possibility in this case is, however, a
strong deviation from the average; the remaining males
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would then have created correspondingly fewer offspring.
Thus whilst the female sex shows a much greater con-
stancy in the strength of reproduction, the widest varia-
tion may occur in the case of the male individuals. But in



our calculation it is not a matter of how far any extremes
deviate, but what the average number of offspring is, and
this number is of the same magnitude for male and female
individuals at normal sex ratios.

However, let us return to our original task. It has been
proved [mathematically] that with an abnormal sex
ratio an animal which produces more of the rare
individuals will have more descendants than one to
which this does not apply. This attribute favourable
to reproduction will therefore be passed on to very
many individuals and will thus spread more and
more, i.e., natural breeding in favour of this attribute will
occur.

COMMENTARY

One of the first people in the English-speaking world
to notice Du� sing's book was Venn (1888) who, in the
third edition of The Logic of Chance, added the following
footnote to a discussion about the chance distribution of
male and female births:

If the remarkable theory of Dr. Du� sing (Die Regulierung des
Geschlechtsverha� ltnisses... Jena, 1884) be confirmed, the matter
would assume a somewhat different aspect. He attempts to
show, both on physiological grounds, and by analysis of
statistics referring to men and animals, that there is a decidedly
compensatory process at work. That is, if for any cause either sex
attains a preponderance, agencies are at once set in motion
which tend to redress the balance.

I owe to Dr. Steven Orzack several other references
which reinforce my earlier view that Fisher (1930), who
mentioned no antecedents, ``may simply have seen no
good reason to trace the history of an idea that... had in
fact been around for quite a long time'' (Edwards, 1998).
For example The Evolution of Sex by Geddes and
Thomson (1889) includes the following comment:

Du� sing's memoir is very important, however, for this special
reason, that he analyses what may be termed the mechanism by
which the proportion of the sexes is regulated. Instead of vaguely
referring the whole matter to natural selection, he shows in
detail how the numbers are in a sense self-regulating, how there
is always produced a majority of the sex that is wanted... His
general argument, that disturbances in the proportion of the
sexes bring about their own compensation, is carefully and
convincingly worked out.
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Thomson's (1908) own later work Heredity mentions
this book and includes Du� sing's contributions in the bib-
liography, but without explicit reference to them. In the
same year Gini (1908) discussed Du� sing's argument in
his book Il sesso dal punto di vista statistico. The well-
known 11th edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica
(1911) referred in its article ``Sex'' both to Darwin's
(1871) view ``that the tendency to produce male and
female offspring was inherited, and that by a process of
natural selection it was adjusted to the needs of the
species'' and to the fact that ``C. Du� sing also believed in
the existence of such a power of adaptation or adjust-
ment.'' References were given.

R. C. Punnett, who became the first Arthur Balfour
Professor of Genetics at Cambridge in 1912, was cer-
tainly familiar with the passage we have printed in trans-
lation because he marked it in his own copy (see
Edwards, 1998, for details; we may additionally remark
here that not only were Punnett and Fisher Fellows of
Gonville and Caius College, Cambridge, at the same
time��1920�26��but Venn was too).

But from 1908 for the next 90 years Du� sing's name
seems to have been lost to science.
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